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Ethan and his companions have returned to Hawkshead, but all is not well. Something is

scaring away the animals in the area and wreaking havoc on the village’s food supply.The

villagers call on Ethan and his friends to find the problem and deal with it. All clues lead the

group to the old abandoned mine and the tomb which the former mayor uncovered. What sort

of magic or monster could scare away the animals, and what traps may still lurk in the tomb's

darkness?When the tomb seals behind them, Ethan and the group have no choice but go

forward into the depths and face whatever dangers lie at the heart of the tomb. But the tomb

may no longer be empty, and its new residents don't appreciate trespassers.Now they must

use all of their abilities and magic to make it out alive, and Ethan may have to make the

ultimate sacrifice to save his friends.

“[An] impressively wide-ranging and thoughtful work...The Organized Mind is an organized

book, but it also rewards dipping in at any point, for there are fascinating facts and examples

throughout.”—The Wall Street Journal“From how not to lose your keys to how to decide when

the risks of surgery are worth it, Levitin focuses on smart ways to process the constant flow of

information the brain must deal with.”—The Washington Post“[M]ore than a self-help

book...Levitin's insights into sleep, time, socializing and decision-making are profound.”—San

Jose Mercury News“[An] ingenious combination of neuroscience and self-help.”—Kirkus

Reviews“Dan Levitin has more insights per page than any other neuroscientist I know. The

Organized Mind is smart, important, and as always, exquisitely written.”—Daniel Gilbert,

Harvard University, author of Stumbling on Happiness“Combine genuine knowledge and

scholarship with plain common sense and what do you get? A book that is really worth reading:

Dan Levitin’s The Organized Mind.”—The Honorable George P. Shultz, 60th U. S. Secretary of

State“There are surprising parallels between Levitin’s work and mine. Today’s environment in

war, business, and just about everything else has increased in speed and complexity to the

point where the essential quality required for success is adaptability. The Organized

Mind provides the latest neuroscience on cognitive adaptability and how to apply it to so that

leaders can excel. It is a tremendous achievement, and a must read for leaders

at every level.”—General Stanley McChrystal, U. S. Army (ret.)“A brilliant and engaging book

about the science of thinking. The Organized Mind provides the tools that we all need to

understand and manage the deluge of information that assaults us every day.”—Jerome

Groopman, MD and Pamela Hartzband, MD, Harvard Medical School, authors of Your Medical

Mind“A profound piece of work. Levitin documents the mismatch between our narrow

bandwidth hunter-gatherer minds and the multitasking chaos of today’s world. He even shows

us how to stay sane in environments that are constantly tempting us to stretch ourselves

hopelessly thin.”—Philip E. Tetlock, Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania“An erudite

synthesis of Levitin’s own contributions, recent advances in our understanding of attention and

memory, and a deep perspective on the ways the human mind works.”—Stanley Prusiner, M.D.

Nobel Laureate, director of the Institute for Neurodegenerative Diseases, University

of California, San Francisco“Daniel Levitin’s book follows in the ancient tradition of knowledge

as a guide to a better life. Discover the creative power of organized thought, whether you are a

writer or a scientist, a disorganized mess or a super robot seeking new frontiers of

effectiveness.”—Eric Kaplan, co-executive producer and writer, The Big Bang Theory, writer,



The Simpsons and Flight of the Conchords“An eloquent spokesperson for our field. Levitin

writes about the brain with an ease and familiarity that is captivating.”—The late David Hubel,

Nobel Laureate in honor of discoveries concerning information processing in the human visual

system“Fascinating...Combing neuroscience and cognitive psychology, the Organized Mind

underscores the critical importance of individuals taking charge of their own attentional and

memory systems so they can lead optimally productive and satisfying lives. Invaluable insights

are offered with regard to organizing our homes, social world, time, decision-making, and

business world.”—Nadine J. Kaslow, Ph.D., president of the American Psychological

Association and professor and vice chair, Emory University School of Medicine“This book is far

more than tips on how to think clearly and manage information overload. It is also a tour

through some of the most exciting aspects of contemporary neuroscience and cognitive

science, with a specific emphasis on implications for everyday life. Anyone who has ever

wondered about the mind will find much that is fascinating and useful in these pages.”—

Stephen Kosslyn, dean, Minerva Schools of Arts and Sciences at the Keck Graduate Institute,

former chair, department of psychology, Harvard University“Running a major PBS television

series on tight budgets and turnarounds requires organization and efficiency and sometimes a

little magic too. Levitin’s behind the curtain peek at the brain’s inner workings of decision-

making provides that extra bit of magic—and would make a fascinating documentary in and of

itself!”—Pamela Hogan, Emmy award-winning Producer for PBS“In the age of TMI, we all need

better organized minds. With characteristically clear prose and scientific insight, Dan Levitin

gives us tips on how to get or mental closets in order. I really enjoyed this book.”—Joseph

LeDoux, Center for Neural Science, New York University“Dan Levitin has done it again. Having

explained music and the brain, now he shows us the best, most effective ways to organize the

rest of our life by giving us key insights into how the brain works. His style is so appealing, his

knowledge so deep and practical, that we learn, from The Organized Mind, not only why we do

what we do, but how, potentially, we can run our lives more smoothly, efficiently, and even

happily.”—Cathy N. Davidson, director, The Futures Initiative, City University of New York“Using

the latest information on the brain and how it works, Levitin presents a series of ideas on how

to organize one's life and business. Essential reading for anyone who aspires to be highly

effective. Or even find their keys!”—David Eidelman, MD, dean of the McGill University Medical

School“The Organized Mind reads like a movie— not the dry tome you might expect. It’s an

exciting tour through the science of productivity and how to best manage your thinking to get

things done—and be more creative at the same time.”—David Allen, author of Getting Things

DoneAbout the AuthorDaniel J. Levitin, Ph.D., is the New York Times bestselling author of This

Is Your Brain on Music, The World in Six Songs, The Organized Mind, and Weaponized Lies.

His work has been translated into 21 languages. An award-winning scientist and teacher, he is

Founding Dean of Arts & Humanities at the Minerva Schools at KGI, a Distinguished Faculty

Fellow at the Haas School of Business, UC Berkeley, and the James McGill Professor Emeritus

of Psychology and Music at McGill University, Montreal, where he also holds appointments in

the Program in Behavioural Neuroscience, The School of Computer Science, and the Faculty

of Education. Before becoming a neuroscientist, he worked as a session musician, sound

engineer, and record producer working with artists such as Stevie Wonder and Blue Oyster

Cult. He has published extensively in scientific journals as well as music magazines such as

Grammy and Billboard. Recent musical performances include playing guitar and saxophone

with Sting, Bobby McFerrin, Rosanne Cash, David Byrne, Cris Williamson, Victor Wooten, and

Rodney Crowell.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.One of the best

students I ever had the privilege of meeting was born in communist Romania, under the



repressive and brutal rule of Nicolae . Although his regime collapsed when she was eleven,

she remembered well the long lines for food, the shortages, and the economic destitution that

lasted far beyond his overthrow. Ioana was bright and curious, and although still young, she

had the colors of a true scholar: When she encountered a new scientific idea or problem, she

would look at it from every angle, reading everything she could get her hands on. I met her

during her first semester at university, newly arrived in North America, when she took my

introductory course on the psychology of thinking and reasoning. Although the class had seven

hundred students, she distinguished herself early on by thoughtfully answering questions

posed in class, peppering me with questions during office hours, and constantly proposing new

experiments.I ran into her one day at the college bookstore, frozen in the aisle with all the pens

and pencils. She was leaning limply against the shelf, clearly distraught.“Is everything all right?”

I asked.“It can be really terrible living in America,” Ioana said.“Compared to Soviet

Romania?!”“Everything is so complicated. I looked for a student apartment. Rent or lease?

Furnished or unfurnished? Top floor or ground floor? Carpet or hardwood floor . . .”“Did you

make a decision?”“Yes, finally. But it’s impossible to know which is best. Now . . .” her voice

trailed off.“Is there a problem with the apartment?”“No, the apartment is fine. But today is my

fourth time in the bookstore. Look! An entire row full of pens. In Romania, we had three kinds of

pens. And many times there was a shortage—no pens at all. In America, there are more than

fifty different kinds. Which one do I need for my biology class? Which one for poetry? Do I want

felt tip, ink, gel, cartridge, erasable? Ballpoint, razor point, roller ball? One hour I am here

reading labels.”Every day, we are confronted with dozens of decisions, most of which we would

characterize as insignificant or unimportant—whether to put on our left sock first or our right,

whether to take the bus or the subway to work, what to eat, where to shop. We get a taste of

Ioana’s disorientation when we travel, not only to other countries but even to other states. The

stores are different, the products are different. Most of us have adopted a strategy to get along

called satisficing, a term coined by the Nobel Prize winner Herbert Simon, one of the founders

of the fields of organization theory and information processing. Simon wanted a word to

describe not getting the very best option but one that was good enough. For things that don’t

matter critically, we make a choice that satisfies us and is deemed sufficient. You don’t really

know if your dry cleaner is the best—you only know that they’re good enough. And that’s what

helps you get by. You don’t have time to sample all the dry cleaners within a twenty-four-block

radius of your home. Does Dean & DeLuca really have the best gourmet takeout? It doesn’t

matter—it’s good enough. Satisficing is one of the foundations of productive human behavior; it

prevails when we don’t waste time on decisions that don’t matter, or more accurately, when we

don’t waste time trying to find improvements that are not going to make a significant difference

in our happiness or satisfaction.All of us engage in satisficing every time we clean our homes.

If we got down on the floor with a toothbrush every day to clean the grout, if we scrubbed the

windows and walls every single day, the house would be spotless. But few of us go to this

much trouble even on a weekly basis (and when we do, we’re likely to be labeled obsessive-

compulsive). For most of us, we clean our houses until they are clean enough, reaching a kind

of equilibrium between effort and benefit. It is this cost-benefits analysis that is at the heart of

satisficing (Simon was also a respected economist).Recent research in social psychology has

shown that happy people are not people who have more; rather, they are people who are

happy with what they already have. Happy people engage in satisficing all of the time, even if

they don’t know it. Warren Buffett can be seen as embracing satisficing to an extreme—one of

the richest men in the world, he lives in Omaha, a block from the highway, in the same modest

home he has lived in for fifty years. He once told a radio interviewer that for breakfasts during



his weeklong visit to New York City, he’d bought himself a gallon of milk and a box of Oreo

cookies. But Buffett does not satisfice with his investment strategies; satisficing is a tool for not

wasting time on things that are not your highest priority. For your high-priority endeavors, the

old-fashioned pursuit of excellence remains the right strategy. Do you want your surgeon or

your airplane mechanic or the director of a $100 million feature film to do just good enough or

do the best they possibly can? Sometimes you want more than Oreos and milk.Part of my

Romanian student’s despondency could be chalked up to culture shock—to the loss of the

familiar, and immersion in the unfamiliar. But she’s not alone. The past generation has seen an

explosion of choices facing consumers. In 1976, the average supermarket stocked 9,000

unique products; today that number has ballooned to 40,000 of them, yet the average person

gets 80%–85% of their needs in only 150 different supermarket items. That means that we

need to ignore 39,850 items in the store. And that’s just supermarkets—it’s been estimated that

there are over one million products in the United States today (based on SKUs, or stock-

keeping units, those little bar codes on things we buy).All this ignoring and deciding comes with

a cost. Neuroscientists have discovered that unproductivity and loss of drive can result

from decision overload. Although most of us have no trouble ranking the importance of

decisions if asked to do so, our brains don’t automatically do this. Ioana knew that keeping up

with her coursework was more important than what pen to buy, but the mere situation of facing

so many trivial decisions in daily life created neural fatigue, leaving no energy for the important

decisions. Recent research shows that people who were asked to make a series of

meaningless decisions of just this type—for example, whether to write with a ballpoint pen or a

felt-tip pen—showed poorer impulse control and lack of judgment about subsequent decisions.

It’s as though our brains are configured to make a certain number of decisions per day and

once we reach that limit, we can’t make any more, regardless of how important they are. One

of the most useful findings in recent neuroscience could be summed up as: The decision-

making network in our brain doesn’t prioritize.Today, we are confronted with an unprecedented

amount of information, and each of us generates more information than ever before in human

history. As former Boeing scientist and New York Times writer Dennis Overbye notes, this

information stream contains “more and more information about our lives—where we shop and

what we buy, indeed, where we are right now—the economy, the genomes of countless

organisms we can’t even name yet, galaxies full of stars we haven’t counted, traffic jams in

Singapore and the weather on Mars.” That information “tumbles faster and faster through

bigger and bigger computers down to everybody’s fingertips, which are holding devices with

more processing power than the Apollo mission control.” Information scientists have quantified

all this: In 2011, Americans took in five times as much information every day as they did in 1986

—the equivalent of 175 newspapers. During our leisure time, not counting work, each of us

processes 34 gigabytes or 100,000 words every day. The world’s 21,274 television stations

produce 85,000 hours of original programming every day as we watch an average of 5 hours of

television each day, the equivalent of 20 gigabytes of audio-video images. That’s not counting

YouTube, which uploads 6,000 hours of video every hour. And computer gaming? It consumes

more bytes than all other media put together, including DVDs, TV, books, magazines, and the

Internet.Just trying to keep our own media and electronic files organized can be overwhelming.

Each of us has the equivalent of over half a million books stored on our computers, not to

mention all the information stored in our cell phones or in the magnetic stripe on the back of

our credit cards. We have created a world with 300 exabytes (300,000,000,000,000,000,000

pieces) of human-made information. If each of those pieces of information were written on a 3

x 5 index card and then spread out side by side, just one person’s share—your share of this



information—would cover every square inch of Massachusetts and Connecticut combined.Our

brains do have the ability to process the information we take in, but at a cost: We can have

trouble separating the trivial from the important, and all this information processing makes us

tired. Neurons are living cells with a metabolism; they need oxygen and glucose to survive and

when they’ve been working hard, we experience fatigue. Every status update you read on

Facebook, every tweet or text message you get from a friend, is competing for resources in

your brain with important things like whether to put your savings in stocks or bonds, where you

left your passport, or how best to reconcile with a close friend you just had an argument

with.The processing capacity of the conscious mind has been estimated at 120 bits per

second. That bandwidth, or window, is the speed limit for the traffic of information we can pay

conscious attention to at any one time. While a great deal occurs below the threshold of our

awareness, and this has an impact on how we feel and what our life is going to be like, in order

for something to become encoded as part of your experience, you need to have paid conscious

attention to it.What does this bandwidth restriction—this information speed limit—mean in

terms of our interactions with others? In order to understand one person speaking to us, we

need to process 60 bits of information per second. With a processing limit of 120 bits per

second, this means you can barely understand two people talking to you at the same time.

Under most circumstances, you will not be able to understand three people talking at the same

time. We’re surrounded on this planet by billions of other humans, but we can understand only

two at a time at the most! It’s no wonder that the world is filled with so much

misunderstanding.With such attentional restrictions, it’s clear why many of us feel overwhelmed

by managing some of the most basic aspects of life. Part of the reason is that our brains

evolved to help us deal with life during the hunter-gatherer phase of human history, a time

when we might encounter no more than a thousand people across the entire span of our

lifetime. Walking around midtown Manhattan, you’ll pass that number of people in half an

hour.Attention is the most essential mental resource for any organism. It determines which

aspects of the environment we deal with, and most of the time, various automatic,

subconscious processes make the correct choice about what gets passed through to our

conscious awareness. For this to happen, millions of neurons are constantly monitoring the

environment to select the most important things for us to focus on. These neurons are

collectively the attentional filter. They work largely in the background, outside of our conscious

awareness. This is why most of the perceptual detritus of our daily lives doesn’t register, or

why, when you’ve been driving on the freeway for several hours at a stretch, you don’t

remember much of the scenery that has whizzed by: Your attentional system “protects” you

from registering it because it isn’t deemed important. This unconscious filter follows certain

principles about what it will let through to your conscious awareness.The attentional filter is one

of evolution’s greatest achievements. In nonhumans, it ensures that they don’t get distracted by

irrelevancies. Squirrels are interested in nuts and predators, and not much else. Dogs, whose

olfactory sense is one million times more sensitive than ours, use smell to gather information

about the world more than they use sound, and their attentional filter has evolved to make that

so. If you’ve ever tried to call your dog while he is smelling something interesting, you know

that it is very difficult to grab his attention with sound—smell trumps sound in the dog brain. No

one has yet worked out all of the hierarchies and trumping factors in the human attentional

filter, but we’ve learned a great deal about it. When our protohuman ancestors left the cover of

the trees to seek new sources of food, they simultaneously opened up a vast range of new

possibilities for nourishment and exposed themselves to a wide range of new predators. Being

alert and vigilant to threatening sounds and visual cues is what allowed them to survive; this



meant allowing an increasing amount of information through the attentional filter.Humans are,

by most biological measures, the most successful species our planet has seen. We have

managed to survive in nearly every climate our planet has offered (so far), and the rate of our

population expansion exceeds that of any other known organism. Ten thousand years ago,

humans plus their pets and livestock accounted for about 0.1% of the terrestrial vertebrate

biomass inhabiting the earth; we now account for 98%. Our success owes in large part to our

cognitive capacity, the ability of our brains to flexibly handle information. But our brains evolved

in a much simpler world with far less information coming at us. Today, our attentional filters

easily become overwhelmed. Successful people—or people who can afford it—employ layers

of people whose job it is to narrow the attentional filter. That is, corporate heads, political

leaders, spoiled movie stars, and others whose time and attention are especially valuable have

a staff of people around them who are effectively extensions of their own brains, replicating

and refining the functions of the prefrontal cortex’s attentional filter.These highly successful

persons—let’s call them HSPs—have many of the daily distractions of life handled for them,

allowing them to devote all of their attention to whatever is immediately before them. They

seem to live completely in the moment. Their staff handle correspondence, make

appointments, interrupt those appointments when a more important one is waiting, and help to

plan their days for maximum efficiency (including naps!). Their bills are paid on time, their car is

serviced when required, they’re given reminders of projects due, and their assistants send

suitable gifts to the HSP’s loved ones on birthdays and anniversaries. Their ultimate prize if it

all works? A Zen-like focus.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Still Going Strong. This series by John Cressman has really kept me

captivated. Like I said before though the main character is powerful, he's not overly

powerful.Plus like seeing a slow burn harem romance, instead of the insta-harems you see in

so many other books.One of the other things I like is that Ethan's stone shaping ability is OP,

he's not raising entire buildings with it.So looking forward to reading book 4 when it comes out.”

A'Cha Nell, “Camelot, interesting.. King Author keep popping up in modern literature. This is

not the first litrpg I’ve read that features him. This is an entertaining series, despite the

ridiculous harem build up moments and that extremely hard to like dwarf, but I think it would be

better if it were a completely original story. I’m probably still going to finish the series but it’s

getting predictable. Maybe the swarm queen will add enough of a twist to freshen up the plot

line on the MC’s journey to ultimate victory.”

The Enlightened Beard, “It’s okay, but authors should really know better.. I don’t know where

this idea came from that you can’t reference pop culture in literature, but seriously, you can say

Star Wars, Lightsaber and Jedi. You will NOT be sued for referring to these thing in your

writing. George Lucas is not going to shake you down for saying X-Wing. Just don’t pass off

someone else’s intellectual property as your own and you will be fine. Rant over.This is a fun

series, a little on the shallow side when it comes to character depth but they are slowly getting

better, very slowly.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book. Stellar work once again from John Cressman! Lots of action

and adventure, dungeon delving and monsters. Looking forward to the next one!”

PDX Mike, “Fun LITRPG series. I'm enjoying this series in part because the author is really

good at keeping the story moving. Easy to get sucked in and spend an afternoon with these



likeable characters. The magic and level systems make sense and the MC is smart but not OP.”

Andrew J. Larson, “Nice addition to a good series. I really enjoyed this book and the story

progression of the series. The characters grow each book although the elf Druid is taking a

back set roll in the last two books. I hope she gets some time in the limelight. Otherwise great

book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Really enjoying the series and this is another great installment.. Really

enjoying the series and this is another great installment. Of course now I will have to wait until

he writes another”

Jessie, “A great addition to the series!. The gang is back home. But troubles in the mind waiting

once more… With some old earth legends making cameos, a whole bunch of men are

recharging, and adventure! This is a great addition to the series.”

Scott Osmond, “A Dungeon Dive. A mysterious event is driving away game animals from the

village. With winter coming and many of the surrounding farms in ruins Ethan and his band

have to come up with a solution. They enter an abandoned mine which is where the fun starts.

Traps, giant spiders, trick doors and a legendary treasure made for an enjoyable story of

adventure. Not a lot of village building going on but until the trade caravans restart this isn't

unsurprising. Good companionship dynamics. An interesting way of restoring magic energy

though. Looking forward to the next one.”

john mulligan, “Great read again. Warning spoilers ahead, so I like these Books but I am

interested how this is supposed to work with the XP I mean they take down a Raid Boss and

get 50-75 XP so to reach the next Level they have to kill like 80 Mobs at least 3-5 Levels

Higher than them that is not really practical”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good hook for book 4. Good hook to get book four rolling. Like the world

the author has created, but sometimes things don’t line up. MC had gained a bunch of different

abilities but his companions haven’t? Author should clarify that.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Finally more brain eater. Still not enough brain eaters. What are they?

What do they want? Also there’s a tomb and maybe a fancy cup. Enjoy!”

The book by Prem Carnot has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 348 people have provided feedback.
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